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THE VIRGINIA WOOLF 
CENTENARY CONFERENCE IN ENGLAND 

This conf erence, organized by Dr. Eric Warner, was held at Fitz
william College, Cambridge, between September 20-22, 1982. 
Some 110 people were present, including Professor and Mrs. Quen
tin Bell who were guests of honor . The participants included lectur
ers and students, novelists and housewives, librarians , a musician 
and a part-time museum attendant. There was also a good mix of 
nationalities - Canadian, Japanese, French, English, German and 
American, as well as two Dutch ladies who received much praise 
for the film based on The Waves which was made by their compa 
triot Anne tte Apon and had been shown in London a few weeks 
before . 

Seven papers were read. All of them were of a very high stan
dard, some illuminating passages in Woolf's writing in a way that 
leaves one's understanding permanently enriched. One such mo
ment occurred at the very start of the conference when Hermione 
Lee read out a passage from "A Sketch of the Past" and then un
covered the image of the burning glass as central to Woolf's meth
od. As all these papers are to be published in a volume of confer
ence proceedings, I need not attempt the impossible task of sum
marizing each speaker's argument. Instead what follows is merely 
an indication-and a very partial one at that-of some of the ideas 
and discoveries this conference offered . 

Attention concentrated chiefly on Woolf's novels. The Voyage 
Out and Between the Acts received the most discussion with To 
the Lighthouse following a close third. The Waves, surprisingly , was 
largely left untouched, save when Hermione Lee, during a panel 
discussion, dropped the bold aside that of the two she thought The 
Years a better book . Professor John Bayley also chose a controver
sial stance. He discovered in The Voyage Out comic and realist tal
ents that later disappeared to make way for Woolf's greater con
cern with form . For him, Virginia Woolf was a greater novelist 
when she was still an amateur. His talk was a fine performance, de
livered with his usual acuity in an inimitable style, his eccentric 
manner confirmed by his socks, each a different color . But after
wards during the break, several participants observed that in order 
to be provocative and entertaining he had also been wildly unjust. 

One talk which had wide appeal was Professor Ian Gregor's. He 
focussed attention on "the margins of the unexpressed" in Woolf's 
writing , on her use of allusion as well as check, countercheck, 
pause and distance. He concentrated on To the Lighthouse, exam
ining one passage in which a mutation of feeling occurs as a result 
of an exchange between Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay during which 
scarcely a word is spoken . His talk chimed well with that which fol
lowed, a subtle and at times very moving investigation of Woolf's 
" biographic theory" by Dr. Lyndall Gordon . Taking as her starting 
point Emerson's statement-"The life of a great artist is always thus 
inward, a life of no events." Dr. Gordon looked at Woolf's desire 
"to seek out invisible lives" and at her concern with "the hidden 
spaces of character'' and "essential moments." She discussed the 
way Woolf injects silence into her work, surrounding certain char
acters with it, and reminded us that, in a letter to Ethel Smyth, Vir
ginia had confessed herself "trained to silence ." This led to consi
deration of Woolf's "muted self" and of the "meshing points be
tween art and life ." 

There were two panel sessions at which novelists were invited to 
air their views. Elaine Feinstein said she'd first been led to Woolf 
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through Natalie Sarraute. Iris Murdoch admitted that when she had 
first read Woolf she had been intrigued, not by the stream-of 
consciousness method , but by her characters . Murdoch went on to 
say that she could not see the world in terms of female generosity 
and male egotism as Woolf tended to do. Yet she thought Woolf 
used " marvellous metaphors " and was a "great magician"; but that 
in novels one has "to enjoy the magic and also assess the truth " 
and that in Woolf's novels the stream of consciousness gains its fin
est quality when the truth structure is absent. This point of view did 
not go unchallenged, but there nevertheless emerged during this 
discussion a distrust of "authoritarian knitting -up" as Gillian Beer 
termed it, a desire for novels to be less well sewn-up, an interesting 
fear of formalism . 

Inevitably with a subject as large as Virginia Woolf, a confer
ence such as this, limited to a certain number of speakers, could 
not satisfy everyone . Rumblings of discontent were overheard in 
the bar on the first evening and by the middle of the second day 
they had errupted, taking the form of a mild -spoken attack deliv
ered by Roger Poole on the whole proceedings . He observed that 
much of the discourse so far had been pre-Freudian, pre-Marxist 
and pre-structuralist. From his point of view the papers had not 
done justice to this writer, "second to none in this century"; that 
John Bayley's view of her as a failed amateur was courting the un
likely; and that in the face of technological developments soon to 
hit Britain (i.e. multi-channel television) Woolf's writing urgently 
needed to be re-evaluated and re-assessed, for she had "some con
cept of the self which we are in danger of loosing." Sadly, this call 
for more central discussion of her relevance to us today was not 
taken up. But in the paper that immediately followed Gillian Beer 
ranged over ideas drawn from Darwin to Derrida, combining al:>
stract thought with great warmth of manner, winning unmitigated 
applause even from the dissidents. Afterwards we all supped well 
on- you've guessed it- Boeuf -en-daube. 

Frances Spalding 
Sheffield, England 

INDEX TO THE VWM, 1973-1982 
AVAILABLE BY SPECIAL ORDER 

The cumulative index to the first 18 issues of the Virginia Woolf 
Miscellany (1973-1982) will be available early in 1983 to all sending 
VWM a request for the index and a donation of five dollars or more 
to cover the costs of this special printing; any "profits" will go to 
cover our rising deficit in the VWM account. Checks should be 
made out to the VWM Foundation and are tax deductible. In addi
tion to listing the authors, titles, and subjects appearing in the Mis
cellany, the index will also provide the locations of all manuscripts , 
typescripts, diaries, and letters which are given in the periodical, all 
the conferences, exhibitions, and MLA sessions devoted to Virginia 
Woolf and her associates mentioned in its pages, all the books re
viewed in the Miscellany, and all the poems and illustrations which 
enhance this small but beautiful publication . 

Preparing the index is Laura Moss Gottlieb, former librarian, pas
sionate Woolf scholar, and co-editor of Virginia Woolf: Centennial 
Essays (forthcoming from Whitston Press, Troy, NY, in 1983). 



TO THE READERS 
VWM wishes you a Happy New Year and congratulates the nu· 

merous organizers and participants involved in the many Woolf c~ 
lebrations of the 1982 Centennial Year. In addition to what Frances 
Spalding described as "the splendid if somewhat fractious" Woolf 
Conference in Cambridge, England, there have been numerous 
events in this country: 

.,. Sponsored by Women's Studies at Hofstra University," A Cen· 
tennial Celebration of Virginia Woolf": Dr William A. McBrien 
speaking on "Moments of Being in Woolf's Life and Writings," 
combined with an exhibition of Margaret Gosden's series of wood· 
cuts, "Impressions of To the Lighthouse." 

.,. Gosden's woodcuts exhibited in March 1982 at the Glen 
Cove, New York, Public Library and accompanied by a talk by Dr. 
Diana Ben-Merre of Hofstra University to commemorate Woolf's 
Centennial. 

.,. The Woolf Conference in Morgantown, West Virginia in 
March 1982; of the many highlights, the keynote talk by Tillie Ol
sen, about whom Joanne Trautmann said, "No one alive under· 
stands Woolf's life and work as well as she." Tillie Olsen was also 
asked to participate in the Woolf Conference in Rome, Italy along 
with Susan Sontag, Simone de Beauvoir and other luminaries in 
November 1982, but VWM has heard that wrangling between the 
Socialist and Communist Parties about funding has forced a post· 
ponement. 

.,. The Woolf Centennial Conference at Brown University in 
April 1982. 

.,. The Woolf Celebration organized by Diane Gillespie, Leila 
Luedeking, and John Guido at Washington State University in Pull· 
man, Washington, in October 1982, with a fine Library exhibit from 
their rich Woolf holdings. Another highlight was Kathleen Worley's 
dramatic performance as Virginia Woolf in "A Spark of Life ." 

.,. The Woolf Centennial Conference at St. Catherine's College 
in Minneapolis/St. Paul, organized by Susan Bowers, in October 
1982. 

.,. The Fall 1982 Woolf Centenary Symposia, sponsored by the 
Women's Studies Program, The University of Texas at Austin, or· 
ganized by Jane Marcus and featuring talks by Louise DeSalvo, 
Brenda Silver, Nigel Nicolson, Lord Noel Annan and Michael Hol· 
royd. 

.,. The Rutgers University Conference on Woolf, organized by 
Elaine Showalter and Kate Stimpson and including talks by Mark 
Spilka, Jane Marcus and Louise DeSalvo, in November 1982. 

.,. Two Woolf sessions at Hofstra University's Conference on 
Twentieth Century Women Writers in November 1982, including 
papers by Susan Squier, Louise DeSalvo, Brenda Silver and Jane 
Marcus. 

.,. To close out the year, the Woolf seminars and gatherings at 
MLA this December in Los Angeles. (For an excerpted schedule, see 
VWM's back page.) The Virginia Woolf Society will also be holding 
its annual meeting to elect its officers . Mitchell Leaska advises us 
that the following officers have been serving on an interim basis 
during the autumn: Brenda Silver, President; Susan Squier, Seer~ 
tary; Jane Marcus, Treasurer. 

While this is a long list, we have a hunch that ther were even 
more and varied activities during this past Centennial Year. VWM 
would like share notes, impressions, and, yes, "fractious" encoun-
ters not only from the sessions listed above but also from any other 
events which commemorated Woolf's Centenary. From informal 
reports we gather that a number of people presented talks, organ-
ized panels, produced plays, exhibited art work, gave readings, and 
we'd like to include as many of these new voices as possible in fu
ture VWM's. 

Our next issue is scheduled for Spring 1983 and will be edited by 
Peter Stansky. Articles-typed, double spaced, and no longer than 
800 words-should be sent to him at the Department of History, 
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, no later than February 1, 
1983. 

Of course, our future issues depend not only on your written 
contributions but also on your financial donations. Again-or ra
ther, especially because Reaganomics is cutting into personal and 
institutional budgets-we are making a special plea for funds. Only 
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your generous contributions keep us going. Checks to the VWM 
Foundation Account are tax deductible and should be sent to our 
regular mailing address at Sonoma State University. If you wish to 
add your name to our mailing list, or notify us of your address 
change you should write to this same address. 

Now, to "take the bull by the udders"-to borrow from Jane Mar
cus-the above recital of activities may strike the skeptics as yet 
another symptom of VWM's "cultism." In addition to our letters 
"From the Readers" that support our endeavor over the past years 
as well as Carolyn Heilbrun's absolutely "bull's eye" comment 
(VWM Spring '82), I'd like to add my response. While I do not claim 
to speak for VWM, I think it's important to remind ourselves of the 
spirit in which this newsletter was founded. It is not intended as a 
scholarly journal. The originating editors called it "Miscellany" 
precisely to enable us to include the variety of responses, interpr~ 
tations, readings, notes and queries, playful anecdotes, and even 
private musings which Virginia Woolf elicts from her many readers . 
I suspect that those who criticize our short articles as so much 
"fan" mail tacitly insist that private reactions must be translated in-
to public, authoritative pronouncements . Personal and individual 
commentary is taken as an uncensored outpouring from a "fan." 
Particularly relevant to this issue is Woolf's sex, as Carolyn Heil
brun rightly points out. But also relevant is the fact that Woolf 
speaks to the lives of her readers. As Lola Szladits was quoted in 
Leslie Bennetts' New York Times article (November 1, 1982) about 
the new Woolf textual scholarship of Louise DeSalvo: "Women 
heard a voice from the past with which they were able to identify 
their own feminist aims." And speaking for myself, I've always 
thought it important that VWM attempts to embody feminist aims, 
providing a non-hierarchial and co-operative form in which our rea· 
ders may express their miscellaneous responses to Woolf's life and 
works. As for the accusation about J .J. Wilson's style, I doubt our 
critics understand the combined effort, the chorus of many voices 
which creates each issue of VWM. In any case, I find it more nour· 
ishing to have hot enthusiams--on-"wry" than the brittle reserve of 
dry melba toast. 

With that off my chest, we have other news about Woolf publi
cations: 

.,. Grace Radin's Virginia Woolf's The Years: The Evolution of a 
Novel, has been published by the University of Tennessee Press. 

.,. A second volume of feminist essays about Woolf, edited by 
Jane Marcus and called Virginia Woolf: A Feminist Slant, is forth-
coming from the University of Nebraska Press, and includes essays 
by, among others, Alice Fox, Emily Jensen, Sally Sears and Naomi 
Black. 

.,. And while the coincidence of my editing this issue and this 
last announcement makes me slightly uncomfortable, I do want to 
tell VWM readers about the forthcoming novel which I co
authored with Peter Manso: The Shadow of the Moth, to be pub
lished by St. Martin's Press/Richard Marek in March 1983. It is a no
vel of espionage set in 1917 with Virginia Woolf as its central char· 
acter, a fictional attempt to r~invigorate and interpret Virginia 
Woolf and her political and feminist views . 

Ellen Hawkes 
Provincetown, Massachusetts 

FROM THE READER 

Dear VWM: 
Those who are concerned with the problem of a "Virginia Woolf 

Cult'' as we acknowledge the 100th anniversary of her birth (VWM, 
Spring 1982) should be aware that Woolf is not without recognition 
in many odd corners of our culture. For instance, Modern Maturity, 
a publication of the American Association of Retired Persons 
(AARP), devotes two paragraphs to Virginia Woolf. She is linked 
with James Joyce, who was born the same year and died the same 
year (1941). They were both "experimental novelists" . . . who 
"broke with traditional forms." 



One would expect a magazine addressed to readers well over 
sixty to be pretty stodgy. Such is not true. The same issue of 
Modern Maturity has a good article on Margaret Sanger, also on 
Elinor Smith, who at 16 became the world's youngest airplane 
pilot. (Her l icense was signed by Orville Wright!) As for James 
Joyce, there is plenty of evidence that a cult has been formed 
around his writings. There is also evidence that many people in 
Ireland-of all places! - are against his "canonization." 

Dear VWM : 

Barney Baley 
Cotati, Cal ifornia 

J.J. Wilson's comments (VWM, Spring 1982) conce rning the stu
dy of and admiration for women writers like Virg inia Woolf, as a 
presumed "cu lt" vs. the presumed "good taste" (Carolyn Heilbrun's 
words) of admiring men writers like Auden, rem inds me of a con
versation I had with an editor of the James Joyce Quarterly. At the 
time, it was thought that the University of Toledo would be taking 
over the publication of the Virginia Woolf Quarterly and, by invita
tion, I stopped over in Tulsa to get some words of advice from the 
office of the JJQ. What stood out to me instead, in retrospect, was 
the following remark : "Why have a quarterly for Woolf? She isn't, 
of course , as important as Joyce." That, about a woman who wrote 
9 novels, each of them a fresh experiment, four books of non
fiction (one of which , at least, is a classic) and over 500 short stories 
and essays--as compared with a man who wrote 3 nove ls (admitted
ly important) and a handful of short fictions (though also impor
tant, even trail-breaking). 

I too love Joyce (who that loves Woolf wouldn't?), but to me 
that remark savored much of the chauvinism directed against wo
men writers of any stature, let alone a genius like Woolf . Indeed, as 
Professor Heilbrun says, "The passion for Woolf is no greater than 
the passion for James Joyce"-and what inequities a blind , one
sided passion for the latter can lead one into! 

Perhaps this is the place to announce that the Virginia Woolf 
Year Book, projected so proudly by the University of Toledo at the 
MLA meeting two years ago, has fallen victim to University budget 
cutbacks. The struggle was prolonged, but the axe nonetheless fell, 
cutting off hopes of even a first number. Perhaps another institu
tion will take up the challange? 

Dear VWM: 

Elizabeth Steele 
University of Toledo 

Of interest to your readers, the July, 1982 issue of Redhook Ma
gazine contains Virginia Woolf's previously unpublished short 
story, "The Widow and the Parrot." Beth Galton's photograph of 
the first page of the manuscript and comments by Mimi Jones ac
company the story . 

Diane Campbell 
DeRuyter, New York 

THE GRANADA EDITION OF: 
THE VOYAGE OUT: A CORRUPT TEXT 

The Granada paperback edition of The Voyage Out,' published 
23 February 1978 in a run of 20,000 copies,' is such a corrupt text 
that anyone who is a serious student of Virginia Woolf will proba
bly choose to eschew this text and use, instead, wherever possible, 
the Harcourt paperback edition which is the closest text we have to 
a definitive edition of The Voyage Out. 3 

In an essay entitled "Robert Frost Corrupted," Donald Hall de
cried Edward Connery Lathem's edition of The Poetry of Robert 
Frost because Lathem "has removed commas, added commas, re
moved hyphens, added hyphens, made words compound, added 
question marks, and attered dashes."• These changes, for which 
Lathem had no textual authority, Hall argues, greatly alte r the 
rhythm of Frost's lines.' 

The Granada edition of The Voyage Out has also removed com
mas, added commas, removed semicolons and added them, 
changed single quotation marks to double quotation marks, added 
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and removed hyphens, made two words into a compound and 
broken up compound words into two words, changed the spelling 
of many of Woolf's words. Not only have all of these changes been 
made without textual authority of any kind whatsoever, but despite 
an enormous amount of existing textual evidence which clearly in
dicates what Woolf's intentions were for the text of her first novel, 
and equally despite recent serious attention given to the subject of 
Woolf's texts . Indeed , readers of Woolf are increasingly aware that 
Virgihia Woolf was sensitive to the thematic and dramatic signifi
cance of the accidentals of a text• and, therefore, she deserves to 
have her texts treated with greater care than Granada has treated 
The Voyage Out. 

The first, and probably least serious problem, is that Granada 
has changed certain of Woolf's spellings and much of her punctua
tion. Seemingly wanting to bring Woolf's text more into line with 
common practice and common usage, someone tried to regularize 
Woolf's own usage without understanding Woolf's subtle use of 
punctuation and spell ing. When Helen and Ridley Ambrose are on 
their way to the Euphrosyne, they encounter people carrying 
"despatch-boxes." For reasons that are difficult to determine, Gra
nada has changed Woolf's spelling of "despatch" to "dispatch," al
though "despatch" appears as a variant in the Oxford English Dic
tionary, and, even more importantly, in several typescript versions 
of other scenes in the novel in which the word is mentioned. The 
spelling "despatch" connotes that slightly exotic , archaic and self
important quality that is simply not expressed when the word is 
spelled in its more common "dispatch ." Someone carrying a 
"despatch-box," it seems to me, is to be treated with far greater re
spect than if one simply carries a "dispatch-box." Woolf's spelling 
of "waggon" is changed to "wagon," for no apparent reason. 
"Waggon" also appears in Woolf's typescript.' 

Besides these whimsical changes of spelling, there are also 
changes in punctuation, and these are, of course, far more serious. 
At the beginning of the novel, as Woolf describes the people who 
walk near the Waterloo Bridge in London, the line in the first edi
tion reads: 

a couple will stand there talking for half an hour on a fine afternoon; most 
people, wa lking for pleasure, contemplate fo r three minutes; when, hav
ing compared the occas ion w ith ot her occas ions, or made some sentence, 
they pass on. 

The Granada text reads: 
a couple wi ll stand there talk ing fo r half an hour on a f ine afternoo n, most 
people walking for pleasure, contemplate for three minutes; when, having 
compared the occasion with other occasions, o r made some sentence, 
they pass on.• 

Removing the comma after walking both destroys the rhythmic 
sense of the line and changes its meaning . Woolf's omission of the 
comma in the phrase describing the talkers hastens the phrase 
along , subtly suggesting animated talk. Using the comma in the 
phrase describing the walking achieves the opposite effect: here, 
the comma slows us down slightly, and this slight hesitation sug
gests leisurely walking. In one sentence, therefore, Woolf achieves 
a balance through the very subtle manipulation of the comma. 
Never having learned from a schoolmistress the way these punctu 
ation marks should be used, Woolf uses them creatively and to 
great effect. 

In addition to the many more changes in punctuation that are 
made with no authority, there are a number of errors introduced in
to the text. In a conversation with Ridley Ambrose, for example, 
Mr. Pepper "gave an acid laugh." The first edition reads "gave an 
acid little laugh ."• In a few cases-the spelling of "hansome" is 
changed to "hansom"- 10 certain errors in the text are corrected, 
but the mistakes that are made far outweigh the mistakes that are 
corrected. 

It is too bad that Granada did not use this opportunity to set a 
definitive text of the novel, for in the library of Mr. F. B. Adams, Jr., 
there exists a text of the first English edition of The Voyage Out 
which Woolf prepared for a never-published second Duckworth 
English ed ition. 11 (The Adams copy is erroneously refe rred to as the 
copy-text for the first American edition in the Third Edition of B. J. 
Kirkpatrick's Bibliography. 12

) So far as I have been able to deter
mine, the Adams copy represents Woolf's final work on how she 
wanted the text of her first novel set. Prepared in 1920, it indicates 
that Woolf wanted to make dramatic changes in the English edi-



tion of the novel to bring it much more into line with the first Amer
ican edition, for which she had made substantive changes, mainly 
in Chapter XVI. The changes are so considerable-she deleted 2,712 
words in this one chapter alone and composed some 556 words of 
new text-one might argue that in the American edition the charac
ters of Rachel Vinrace and Terence Hewet and their relationship 
are very different from their counterparts in the English edition. 
The major difference (and there are many, many differences) be
tween the two texts can be found in Chapter XVI, the chapter 
which presents Rachel Vinrace and Terence Hewet together alone 
for the longest period of time in the novel. In her proposed text for 
the second English edition, Woolf would have deleted specific de
tails about both Rachel's and Terence's past histories: descriptions 
of what Rachel's days in Richmond were like; what it was like to 
have Willoughby Vinrace as a father and how her aunts behaved; 
what her fears were, and how innocent she was; Terence's writing 
plans; a detailed summary of the end of his novel; and some glimp
ses into Terence's life in Devonshire with a mother who thought 
music was unmanly for boys. These deletions eliminate much that 
we learn in the English edition about Rachel's and Terence's pasts. 
I have argued elsewhere that they are differences dramatic enough 
to change the aesthetic and symbolic structure of the novel. 

The Granada text retains the English edition version of Chapter 
XVI, and does not incorporate those changes which Woolf made 
for the first American and proposed, but never published, second 
Duckworth English edition. With over 20,000 copies in print, the 
Granada text is circulating a text of Woolf's first novel which 
Woolf herself wanted to change . 

One can only hope that other future editions of Woolf's novels 
will depend upon texts that are authoritative and that publishers of 
Woolf's novels will be far more scrupulous and sensitive to the eth
ical and aesthetic issues that arise when they choose to change 
texts. 

Louise A. DeSa/vo 
Hunter College of 
The City University of New York 

1 Published by Granada Publishing Limited in Panther Books. Hereafter cited as Gra
nada. 

2 8. J. Kirkpatrick, A Bibliography of Virginia Woolf, Third Edition, Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1980 , p. 7. 

3 Kirkpatrick, pp. &-7. For the reasons why the Harcourt text (hereafter cited as Har· 
court) is the closest we have to a definitive text, see my "V irginia Woo lf's Revisions for 
the 1920 American and English Editions of The Voyage Out," Bulletin of Research in 
the Humanities, Vol. 62, No. 3, Autumn 1979, pp. 336-366, which includes a collation 
of the first American and first English editions. 

4 The Atlantic Monthly, March 1962, p. 60. 
5 Ibid. 
6 As a recent example, Jane Marcus discusses Woolf's teasing innuendos embedded in 

the ellipses in A Room of One's Own in her paper, "Tak ing the Bull by the Udders," 
presented at the Brown Conference on Virginia Woolf, April, 1982. 

7 Harcourt, p. 9; Granada, p. 5. The manuscripts of The Voyage Out are in the Berg Col
lection, The New York Public Library. 

8 Harcourt, p. 10; Granada, p. 6. 
9 Harcourt, p. 17; Granada, p. 12. 

10 Harcourt, p. 12; Granada, p. 8. 
11 I should like to thank Mr. F. B. Adams, Jr., for making his copy ava ilable to me. For a 

lengthy discussion of the Adams copy, see my previously cited essay. 
12 Kirkpatrick, p. 4. Another copy of the first ed ition was recently offered for sale by Bow 

Windows Book Shop, Lewes, Sussex, and it is probably the copy-text for the first Amer
ican edit ion. 

VIRGINIA WOOLF AND PSYCHOANALYSIS 
At the end of 1935, Virginia Woolf had her palm read by Char

lotte Wolff, a psychologist and Jewish emigree from Nazi Germa
ny. In two letters (one to Ottoline Morrell, the other to Ethel Smyth) 
Woolf conveys a certain ambivalance about the palmist and a 
decided skepticism about her methods. 

From Woolf's brief summary of her mano a mano encounters 
with Wolff, there seems to be little of interest here. When read 
from Charlotte Wolff's point of view, however, the meetings-there 
were two: the first the reading; the second a tea-take on additional 
meaning. For Wolff's recollection (published in Hindsight: An Au
tobiography, London: Quartet Books, 1980) reveals that in the 
course of the second meeting, Virginia Woolf "consulted" Wolff as 
a psychologist, not as a palmist, and queried her about the benefits 
of psychoanalysis. 
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As Wolff remembers it: 
She wanted to know how I would treat people with nervous disorders and 
anxiety. 'No advice should ever by given by a psychologist. No therapeu
tic shortcuts exist for anxiety states, and nervous tension has many 
causes.' When I did, however, come forth with the suggestion that one 
could use common sense to alleviate such symptoms, she nodded in com
plete agreement. 'Have you ever thought of doing things with your hands, 
like crocheting or knitting?' I asked. No, she would be too impatient, was 
the answer. 'W hat about typing? Just let the energy flow out mechanical
ly, which is a possible help against cramping one's posture and stiffening 
one's limbs.' 'Yes, it makes sense,' she replied. Pause. The silence lasted 
about a minute or maybe two. 'You mean Freudian analysis?' 'Yes.' 'I can
not judge it as I had Jungian analysis. I can only tell you that it is costly 
and takes years. It may help some people but not others. In certain cases 
it is contraindicated.' She jumped in. 'You mean, in my case?' 'Yes, I 
would think so' (p. 146). 

Woolf, in conferring with Wolff, laid to rest two minor myths: that 
she never considered the application of Freudian theory to her situ
ation and that she personally never consulted a practicing therapist 
about her "case." 

Though Woolf was irked at having to pay two guineas to have 
her palm read, Wolff records that, during tea, she was "a perfect 
hostess." Whether the invitation to tea was simply a method of try
ing to get her money's worth out of Wolff or a way of satisfying her 
curiosity about a woman who was an analyst, a Jew, and a first
hand observer of Hitlerism as well as a palmist, Wolff notes that 
the second conversation lasted long after tea-time and that Virgin
ia Woolf listened intently to her description of her experiences in 
Jungean analysis. 

Woolf may have ignored Wolff's palmist conclusions, but it ap
pears (from her letter to Ottoline Morrell) that her liking for Wolff 
did influence her extension of a subsequent invitation that devel
oped into a discussion of psyches, not palms: 

I'm skeptical-but don't say this aloud-about Lotte Wolff. Its true she 
made some very wonderful shots, but still more wonderful misses .... And I 
thought she flattered too much. All the same, she's got a great scent for a 
character-only isn't it merely that and nothing to do with marks on one's 
palm, and shouldn't we all-all that have a nose for character-know as 
much if we chose and had to make a living by it. But I liked her. (Letters, 
VI, p. 3) 

Woolf's skepticism is outweighed by Wolff's "great scent for a 
character," and results in the more significant second meeting. This 
second meeting, notable as much for Virginia Woolf clearly defin
ing her relationship to her husband as a filial one ("Leonard is my 
mother") and for her casually inquiring into the efficacy of ther
apy, adds yet another thread to the weave of information about 
Virginia Woolf. 

Jane Vanderbosch 
Women's Studies Program 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Review: ALL THAT SUMMER SHE WAS MAD: 
VIRGINIA WOOLF, FEMALE VICTIM OF MALE 
MEDICINE by Stephen Trombley (Continuum Press, 
New York, Fall, 1982), 338 pages, indexed, $17.50. _ 

Trombley's speculative book has received a bad press. Literary 
critics claim to deride him for his simple parallels between art and 
life, but the real point of his book is his refutation of the standard 
view of Woolf's emotional history. His detractors are, on the 
whole, wrong; Trombley, right. This is one of the most important 
books to appear on women, writing, and madness in about ten 
years. 

Woolf said of Shakespeare's sister, if a woman of genius were to 
live in a time when she had no right to her own body, she would 
more than likely be a suicide.' Male medical specialists and femin
ists explain the phenomenon differently, but male violence against 
the free and uncensored female voice as it is embodied, first, in a 
"witches," then in women writers and their verbal artifacts is docu
mented in the first wave of feminist theories about women writers, 2 

a discipline Woolf herself helped establish with A Room of One's 
Own. 

Virginia Woolf believed herself to be a writer. And she was told 
she was mad. Did her madness issue as her gift? Leonard Woolf 



wondered, for the Bloomsbury Group relied on the Platonic ultima
tum that "genius and madness are near allied ." 3 The concept of the 
unconscious was not a discovery of Freud's; the Victorians had 
long known about it,• and the young Virginia Stephen pointedly 
faced the question that muted and then disembodied many a fe
male writer, actor, or witch : if a woman cannot trust her uncon
scious because " dirty madness" is harbored there, how can she un
leash her interior voice? How would she survive the rage and fear 
this voice would produce in herself and others? Woolf did so, and 
was less disfunctional than many another hounded twentieth cen
tury writer of either gender. Like most persons, Woolf worked in 
cycles, and rested in bed between the creative periods in which the 
lyrical sensations of language swirled her along in her quest.' 

Trombley's work faces these issues. Painstakingly, he analyzes 
the theoretical underpinings of the four male medical practitioners 
Woolf's family consulted. He reveals their reliance on psychosis
producing drugs; their belief that madness was a moral issue, and 
that the mad were bad; their refusal to accept women's right to ag
gression, sexuality, and achievement. To read from the four spe
cialists ' contradictorary and yet prescriptive pronouncements is to 
shudder. But against their hatred and fear of so-called madness 
Trombley examines its relation to creative energy. ' 

Early feminist psychoanalytic theory did not accept R. D. Laing 
as useful,6 but Trombley's book, though it nods at Merleau-Ponty 
and Foucault , is a "feminist" version of Laingian theory which ar
gues that "symptoms" are unconscious hieroglyphs which need to 
be verbalized and then valorized . 

Applying Laing to Woolf's so-called mad behavior, Trombley ar
gues that Woolf 's recognition of her own physical and emotional 
needs were denied her with jovial and remorseless contempt. The 
question of her family's motives is irrelevant to the major point. 
Like its predecessor, The Unknown Virginia Woolf,' Trombley's 
work sees Woolf's actions and her Three Guineas not as signs of 
possible madness but as strategies to save her own life and her gift. 
He finds her "dance on hot bricks" in the midst of "enemy fire" a 
noble act of courage and genius. 

Creative energy is a function of the body as much as the mind , 
Trombley argues, using the psychoanalytic concept of "embodi 
ment" in feminist terms to show that physical reality was experi
enced as language by Woolf. We know this about blind Joyce and 
asthmatic Proust, but we are nowhere near a true understanding of 
the effect of a woman's sense of her own body on her fiction - in 
characterization, narrative management of time/space reality, 
plot, and verbal constructs . Genderization of language and its re
sultant syntax were a philosophical passion of Woolf's, and she 
herself said" . .. telling the truth about my own body, I do not think 
I solved . I doubt that any woman has solved it yet." In short, she 
said, to have the body of a woman in which was tangled "a poet's 
genius" was the problem for women who wanted to write .8 Her 
quest for a solution in words was her great grief and her linguistic 
joy. 

Jane Lilienfeld 
Somerville, Massachusetts 

1 A Room of One 's Own (New York: Harcou rt, Brace, Jovanov ich, 1929}, pp. 48-52. 
2 Essays and books about "w itches," religious "fana tics," women writers, their genius and 

their voices are exte nsive and include: Juliet M itc hell and Ann ie Oak ley, eds., The Rights 
and Wrongs of Women; Hi lda Smith's Reason's Disciples: 17th Century feminists ; Cather
ine Smith's "Jane l ead- A Woma n Cloathed with the Sun," in Gilbert/G ubar, eds. , 
Shakespeare's Sisters; Ellen Moe rs, Literary Women; Elaine Showa lter, A Literature of Their 
Own (Showa lter was one of the f irst to discuss the issue of Woo lf's fee lings about her 
body); N ina Auerbach, Communities of Women; and G ubar/Gi lbert, The Madwoman in the 
Attic . 

3 Leonard Woo lf, Beginning Again (London: Hogar th Press, 1964 ), pp. 28-32. 
4 I am indeb ted for this idea to Caro le Silver's stud ies of the PreRa phae lites' theories of crea

t ivity. 
5 Simi larly, Bronte: Gaskell, Eliot. Austen, and Wo llsto necraf t's letters a ll recount that they 

carr ied on do mest ic fam ily life, w rote steadily, and then collapsed wi th " nervo us head
aches" and/or "d izz iness," whe n thei r women fr iends wou ld take care of them. 

6 Juliet M itche ll, Psychoanalysis and Feminism , Freud, Reich, Laing, and Women (New York: 
Pant heon, 1974 ). See, fo r example, among R. D. Laing's extens ive publicatio ns, Sanity, 
Madness and The Family, w ith A. Esterson; The Politics of Experience and the Bird of Para
dise; and Interpersonal Perception, A Theory and Method of Research, with H. Phill ipson 
and A. R. lee. Elaine Showa lter's forthco ming book on Brit ish theor ies of madness from 
1850-1980 w ill discuss laing's impact in deta il. 

7 Roger Poole, The Unknown Virginia Woolf (Camb ridge : Cambridge U. Press, 1978). The 
la ingian view of suicide is that it makes sense in some circum stances . No t surprisingly, 
Tromb ley and Poole, fee l this about Woo lf's suicide-but so does Nige l N icolson. See his in
troduction to The letters of Virginia Woolf , Volume Six, 1936-1941, N icolson and Traut
man n, eds. (New York: Harco urt, Brace , Jovanov ich, 1980), pp. xvii. 

8 V irgin ia Woo lf, The Death of the Moth (New York: Harco urt, Brace, Jovanov ich, 1942), p. 
241; Room, op . c it., p. 50. 
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Review: OMEGA AND AFTER, BLOOMSBURY AND 
THE DECORAT IVE ARTS, By Isabelle Anscombe, 
photographs by Howard Grey, Foreward by John 
Lehmann (Thames and Hudson, 1981) 

As the restoration of Charleston commences, what could be 
more timely and pertinent than a book exploring Bloomsbury de
corative arts? Isabelle Anscombe's informative text and Howard 
Grey's sumptuous photography provide a guidebook to a greater 
appreciation of all that Charleston embodies. Twenty richly color 
ful photographs ranging in subject from Duncan Grant's crowded 
studio to patterns for textiles are interspersed with black and white 
pictures of vivid detail. Grey has also printed some early photo
graphs and family portraits (mostly taken with Vanessa's artistic 
eye) from the original negatives. The illustrations in this book tell a 
story of their own; the text is no less enlightening. Omega and After 
is, quite simply, a delight. 

Anscombe presents new material juxtaposed with familiar facts 
and incidents in a context which enhances both. The Omega Work
shops were founded in 1913 by Roger Fry for the dual purpose of 
creating decorative works that capture the spirit of Post-
1 mpressionism while providing jobs and an income for young Eng
lish artists at a time when artistic patronage had all but disap
peared. The Omega closed in 1919, but its successful production of 
an astounding volume and variety of works in those few six years is 
evident in the pages of the book. Under Fry's direction, the Omega 
artists (with Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant at the fore) did not 
strive for manufactured perfection; instead, they wanted to explore 
in their own works new forms of expression opened up by Post
Impressionism. As Anscombe summarizes Fry's aesthetic theories: 

The experiences of life were to be transformed in the artist's mind into a 
significant grouping of mass and colour, and it was therefore in the design 
of a picture that the full force of the artist's vision communicated itself. 

Thus form reigned supreme over content and, according to Ans
combe, it was no less so in the decorative arts: " . . . (Fry), consid
ered that the decorative arts could be useful in training the eye to 
appreciate beauty - in this case the beauty that he saw as created 
out of mass, colour and form ." 

With such noble aspirations, it was a sad loss when the Omega 
Workshops failed. Anscombe cites two major reasons: dissension 
among the Omega artists with Wyndham Lewis and his group with
drawing to form their own "rebel" workshop; and the disastrous 
disruption of World War I besetting the Omega before it had 
established itself . A third related and equally important reason
Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant retreated to the country, far from 
the Omega's activities, eventually establishing themselves at Char
leston. Vanessa was not only removing herself from London, but 
distancing herself from Fry after their ardent love affair . Fry was 
losing two of his finest artists as well as his own inspiration in the 
form of the woman he worshipped. 

Anscombe depicts the developing relationship of Roger Fry and 
Vanessa Bell with more depth and poignancy than it has ever been 
handled before; it is, indeed, the heart of the book. And then Dun
can Grant enters the scene. Vanessa turns from the serious and de
manding Fry to the carefree, light-hearted Grant. And Charleston as 
we know it is born out of this union of spirit, talent and love. It is 
impossible to keep this pace and pitch; the final chapters unavoid
ably pale as the pair move away from the core of British artistic en
deavor. But their contribution is of lasting importance; their 
guiding principle summed up in a lecture by Duncan: "The age of 
the free artist is past; the artist must learn to function under new 
conditions and above all retain his private vision-which is de
stroyed by political ideology or moral ideas." 

Similarly, the life-giving force which energizes Omega and After 
is captured by Roger Fry's preface to an Omega catalogue: 

The artist is the man w ho creates not only for need but for joy , and in the 
long run mankind will not be content without sharing that joy through the 
possession of rea l works of art , however humble or unpretentious they 
may be. 

We may be thankful that the Omega artists did create out of joy 
and that Charleston will be an enduring tribute to their achieve
ments. 

Eileen Traub 
Beverly Hills, California 



Brief schedule of Virginia Woolf related events at the 27-30 December 1982 Modern Language Association 
meeting in Los Angeles - for more details, see the convention program. 
Tues., 28 Dec. - Noon - 1:15 p.m. (Gold, Biltmore) 1. Three Guineas Before and After," Brenda R. Silver, Dart-

Virginia Woolf Celebration: Beginnings - program arranged mouth College 
by the Virginia Woolf Society, Louise DeSalvo presiding. 2. "Three Guineas: Virginia Woolf's Prophecy," Catherine F. 
1. "And How Shall We Educate Virginia?" Martine Smith, Bucknell University 

Stemerick, University of Texas, Austin Open discussion will follow. 
2. "Mr. Ramsay Was Young Once," John Bicknell, Drew Wed., 29 Dec. - 3:30 - 4:45 p.m. (Music, Biltmore) 

University James Joyce and Virginia Woolf - program arranged by the 
Open discussion will follow. Division on Twentieth Century English Literature. Phillip 

Tues., 28 Dec. - 5:15 p.m. (Grecian, Biltmore) Herring presiding. 
Business Meeting of the Virginia Woolf Society, all members 1. "1982: The Year of the Woolf and the Joyce," Bernard 
and potential members welcome to attend. Benstock, University of Tulsa 

Wed., 29 Dec. - 8:30 - 9:45 a.m. (Gold, Biltmore) 2. "A Rose for Him to Rifle, a Cloak for Him to Trample': The 
Virginia Woolf Celebration: Beginnings - program arranged Feminist Critic and the Centennaries," Jane Marcus, Uni-
by the Virginia Woolf Society, Jane Marcus presiding. versity of Texas, Austin 
1. "Female Sexuality in Woolf and Freud: The Case of Mrs. 3. "Joyce, Woolf, and the Tales of Generations," Maria 

Dalloway," Elizabeth Abel, University of California, diBattista, Princeton University 
Berkeley Wed., 29 Dec. - 5:15 - 6:45 p.m. (Music, Biltmore) 

2. "Woman's Sentence, Man's Sentencing: Joyce, Woolf, Cash Bar Arranged by the Virginia Woolf Society, all welcome! 
and Linguistic Fantasies," Sandra M. Gilbert, University of Thurs., 30 Dec. _ 10:15. 11:30 a.m. (Roman, Biltmore) 
California, Davis A Special Session: Discussion leader Ann L. Mclaughlin, with 

Open discussion will follow. five panelists on the topic: Four Women Writers and Their 
Wed., 29 Dec. - 10:15 - 11:30 a.m. (Renaissance, Biltmore) Journals: Anais Nin, Virginia Woolf, Anne Morrow Lindbergh, 

Virginia Woolf Celebration: Endings - program arranged by and Joanna Field. 
the Virginia Woolf Society, Madeline Moore presiding. 
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